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Abstract-This paper compares inductive-, versus 
transductive modeling, and also global-, versus local models 
with the use of SVM for gene expression classification 
problems. SVM are used in their three variants - inductive 
SVM, transductive SVM (TSVM), and SVM tree (SVMT) - 
the last two techniques being recently introduced by the 
authors. The problem of gene expression classification is used 
for illustration and four benchmark data se& are used to 
compare the dimerent SVM methods. The TSVM 
outperforms the inductive SVM models applied on a small to 
medium variable (gene) set and a small to medium sample set, 
while SVMT is superior when the problem is defined with a 
large data set, or - a large set of variables (e.g. 7,000 genes, 
with little or no variable pre-selection). 

Keywords: SVM; transductive SVM; SVM trees; gene 
expression classification; cancer. 

I. INDUCT~VE VERSUS TRANSDUCT~VE INFERENCES, 
GLOBALVERSUS LOCALMODELS 

Most of the learning models and systems in artificial 
intelligence apply inductive inference where a model (a 
function) is derived from data and this model is further 
applied on new data [I]. This is the case in the area of soft 
computing, and particularly - in neuro-fuzzy reasoning 
systems [2,3,4], and in support vector machines (SVM) [SI, 
as well as in their numerous applications. The model is 
created without taking into account any information about 
a particular new data vector. The new data would fit into 
the model to certain degree (an error is estimated). The 
model is in most cases a global model, covering the whole 
problem space. Creating a global model (function) that 
would be valid for the whole problem space is a difficult 
task and in most cases - it is not necessary. In some local 
learning systems, that include the evolving connectionist 
systems (ECOS) [6-8] and the SVM ensembles [IO], the 
global model consists of many local models (rules) that 
collectively cover the whole space and are adjusted 
individually on new data. The output for a new vector is 
calculated based on the activation of one or several 
neighboring local models (rules). The inductive learning 
and inference approach is useful when a global model 

("the big picture") of the problem is needed even in its 
very approximate form. Incremental, on-line learning may 
be applied to adjust this model on new data and trace its 
evolution. 

Generally speaking, inductive inference is concerned 
with the estimation of a function (a model) based on data 
from the whole problem space and using this model to 
predict output values for a new input vector, which can be 
any point in this space (deduction). Most of the statistical, 
connectionist and fuzzy learning methods, such as: SVM 
[5]; MLP, RBF, and other neural network (NN) models 
[2,4]; ANFIS [31 and other neuro-fuzzy inference systems 
[4], as well as ECOS [6], that include DENFIS [8], 
EFuNN [71 and many more, have been developed and 
tested on inductive reasoning problems. 

In contrast to the inductive inference, transductive 
inference methods estimate the value of a potential model 
(function) only for a single point of the space (the new 
data vector) utilizing additional information related to this 
point [5,9]. This approach seems to be more appropriate 
for clinical and medical applications of learning systema, 
where the focus is not on the model, but on the individual 
patient data. And it is not so important what the global 
error of a global model over the whole problem space is, 
but rather - the accuracy of prediction for any individual 
patient. Each individual data vector (a patient in the 
medical area, a target day for predicting a stock index or 
control of a process, or a time moment in the future for 
predicting a time series) may need an individual, local 
model developed in an ad-hoc manner, that best fits the 
new data, rather then - a global model used and new data 
tried to be matched into it without taking into account any 
specific information on where this new data point is 
located in the space. 

Transductive inference is concerned with the 
estimation of a function in single point of the space only, 
regardless of its dimensionality [5.9]. For every new input 
vector x, that needs to be processed for a prognostic task, 
the closest N, examples that form a set D, are derived from 
an existing data set D o r h d  generated from an existing 
model M (if necessary) and a new model MC is 
dynamically created from these samples to approximate 
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the function in the locality of point x, only. The system is 
then used to calculate the function value y .  for this input 
vector. Transductive inference methods are efficient when 
the size of the available data set D is relatively small 
(according to [ 5 ]  a sample size is considered small if the 
ratio N/M < 20, where N is the size of the data set D and M 
is the VC dimension - an estimate of the possible number 
of functions in the space for the defined problem and for 
the available data set). 

A simple transductive inference method is the 
k-nearest neighbor method (k-NN), where a new data 
vector E, is classified into one of the existing classes in the 
data samples from D based on the majority of classes 
among k nearest to the new vector samples, that form the 
set D, . The distance is measured as Euclidean distance or 
as another type of distance. In terms of prediction systems, 
the output value y ,  for the new vectori, is calculated as 
the average value of the output values of the k-nearest 
samples from the data set D, . In a weighted k-NN 
method (WKNN) the output for a new vector pi is 

calculated based not only on the majority in the set Dj of 

the k-nearest samples, but also on their distance to El 

y , =  C Y j . W j  1 ( 1 )  
j 4 . 2  ,..., K( 

Where K is the number of nearest neighbors. Many 
problems in Bioinformatics, and in Molecular Biology in 
particular, are characterized by a small data set sparsely 
distributed in a large dimensional space [ I  1]-[13] where 
data samples are being added continuously. This type of 
problems would be suitable to solve with the use of 
transductive inference techniques. Such problems are: 
promoter recognition, microarray gene expiession data 
classification, gene expression time course data modeling, 
and many more. 

The problem of gene expression classification is 
taken in this paper as a case study problem to illustrate and 
compare the applicability of SVM [ 5 ] ,  transductive SVM 
(TSVM) [9] and SVM tree [IO]. The traditional inductive 
SVM, and the recently introduced TSVM [9] and 
SVMT[10] are introduced in section 11. Section III 
presents the gene expression classification problem and the 
data sets used. Experimental results are presented in 
section IV. Section V discusses the advantages and 
disadvantages of different modeling techniques for the 
chosen and for other problems in Bioinformatics. 

n. b-4DUCTIVE SVM, TSVM. AND SVMT 

A. Inductive SVM 

Support vector machine was first proposed by Vapnik and 
his group at An&T Bell laboratories [5] .  For a typical 

learning task P ( E , y )  = P ( y  I E ) P ( ? )  , an inductive 
SVM learner aims to build a decision function 
f, : P --f (-1,+1) based on a training set Srroh, which 
is 

In SVM theory, the computation off ,  can be traced back 
to the classical structural risk minimization (SRM) 
approach, which determines the classification decision 
function by minimizing the empirical risk, as: 

(3) 

where N and f represent the size of examples and the 
classification decision function respectively, I is a 
constant for normalization. For SVM, the primary concern 
is determining an optimal separating hyper-plane that 
gives a low generalization error. Usually, the classification 
decision function in the linearly separable problem is 
represented by 

(4) 
In SVM, this optimal separating hyperplane is determined 
by giving the largest margin of separation between 
different classes. It bisects the shortest line between the 
convex hulls of the two classes, which is required to 
satisfy the following constrained minimization, as: 

fG,b = sign($. X + b )  

1 - T -  
2 ( 5 )  

Minimize : - w w 

Subject t o :  y , ( $ . X + b ) > l .  
For the linearly non-separable case, the minimization 
problem needs to be modified to allow misclassified data 
points. This modification results in a soft margin classifier 
that allows but penalizes errors by introducing a new set of 
variables (:=, as the measurement of violation of the 
constraints. 

1 - j " -  

2 
Minimize : - w w + c(CL ,=I ti ) k  

Subject'to : yi(W.(u(Xi) + b )  2 1-5,. 
where C and k are used to weight the penalizing 
variables(:=, , andq( . )  is a nonlinear function which maps 
the input space into a higher dimensional space. 
Minimizing the first term in Eq.(6)corresponds to 
minimizing the VC-dimension of the learning machine and 
minimizing the second term in Eq.(6) controls the 
empirical risk. Therefore, in order to solve problem Eq.(6), 
we must construct a set of functions, and implement the 
classical risk minimization on the set of functions. Here, a 
Lagrangian method is used to solve the above problem. 
Then, Eq.(6) can be written as: 
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I 
2 (7) Minimize : F ( A )  = A . I  - - A .  D . A 

Subject to : A .  y = 0;A 5 C;A > 0 
w h e r e A = ( R , ; . . , R , ) ,  D = y ; y . P : f . f o r  I '  I binary 

classification and the decision function Eq. (3) can be 
re-written as 

i=l 

B. Transductive SVM (TSVM) 

In contrast to inductive SVM learning, transductive SVM 
(TSVM) learning includes the information of test 
set S , ,  in the training procedure [91, thus the above 
learning function Eq.(2) of inductive SVM can be 
reformulated as, 

f, = US,,, 3 S,<$, ). 

Where : S,,, = (XI*, y ; ) . ( X 2 ,  y Z ) .  .... G,,Y,) * *  I * (9) 

Therefore, in a linearly separable data case, to find a 
labeling yI , y z  , . . . , y: of the test data, the hyperplane 

< G, b > should separate both training and test data with 
maximum margin: 

I *  

Minimize Over (y :, y ;, ... , y i, e, b) : 

Subject to : yi (W Pi + b ) . >  1 

y ; ( W . E j + b ) t l .  
To be able to handle non-separable data, similar to the way 
in above inductive SVM, the learning process of 
transductive SVM can be formulated as the following 
optimization problem: 
Minimize Over 

Subject t o  : y j ( W . q ( E j )  + b )  t 1 -6; 
y; (W. ~ ( 2 ; )  + b )  t 1 - <] 

Wherec ' is  the effect factor of the test examples, and 

c*(,* is the effect term of the ih test example in the above 
objective function. Different methods can be used to solve 
Eq. (1 I), on of the them 

C. SVM Tree (SVMT) 

SVM tree is constructed by a divide-and-conquer approach 
using a binary class specific clustering and SVM 
classification technique [18]. 

Basically, we perform two procedures at each node 
in the above tree generation. First, the class specific 
clustering performs a rough separation of membership 
because it splits the data into two disjoint subsets based on 
the global features such as the membership and the 
non-membership eigenvectors features. Next, the SVM 
classifier performs a 'fine' classification of membership 
based on training supported by the previous separation 
result. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of constructing 
the SVM tree. 

Algorithm 1 : SVM Tree Training 
Function SVMTree-Train(A training set X){ 

Mark the end of a branch in SVM Tree T :  
rerum; 

If(X contains the same class membership) [ 

I 
Class-specific-Clustering (X; XI ,  X Z )  

/* Partition X into subsets X I  andXz by Eq. I2 */ 

/*Train SVM to follow above dafa partitioning */ 

/*Recursive partitioning and training*/ 

T=Append-node( T); 

Train-SVM-Classifier(X: XI ,  XZ)  

SVMTree-Train(Xl) ; 
SVMTree-Train(Xz) ; 

I 
After constructing the SVM tree, we can predict its 
membership of a test input data x as follows. First, we 
decide in wbicb cluster the test input data belongs by 
executing the SVM-Test-T,.,, (x) at the root node in 
SVM tree. Depending on the result of the decision made 
by the root node, we will go down to one of the children 
nodes. This procedure is repeated until a terminal node is 
reached. We assign the membership or non-membership 
label to the test input face x depending on the label of 
terminal node's membership. Algorithm 2 illustrates the 
testing procedure of the SVM tree. 

Algorithm 2: SVM Tree Testing 

Function SVMTree-Test(SVM tree I; Input data x)[ 
current = I ;  

while (TCurmn, is an intemal node) [ 

/* Set current node to the mot node of T */ 
/*Search SVM tree until the remind node is reached*/ 

SVM-Test T,,, (1); 

nex t = Find-next-node(T, current); 
current = next; 

/*Return the lobel of the remind node*/ 
I 

return LabeKT,.,,); 
I 
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Consider a binary classification problem, the training set 
can be divided into the positive and the negative subsets as 

M, U M. . Applying the above PCA technique to 
M, and M. respectively, we obtain two representative 
eigenvector sets such as the positive-class eigenvectors U, 
= [ U,, u2, ... uK] and the negative-class eigenvectorsu. = 
[ U,. UI. ... uL]. They characterize the negative class and 
positive class respectively. 

For the binary membership-based clustering, we 
need to define a N dimensional binary partition vector V 
for two partitioned subgroups, where each element vi ( I  5 i 
5 N )  is I when the ith data point xi belongs to cluster I ,  or 
0 when the ith data point x i  belongs to cluster 2. Under the 
given two eigenvectors U+ and U., the element vj of the 
partition vector can be determined as follows. 

(12) 

where z x j . u k  is the distance of the data point xi 

projected onto the positive class eigenvectors (U+), and 
.U is the distance of the data point xi projected 

V i  = [ I irc:;,xj..k <cxx.,x,.~i, 
0 otherwise 

onto the negative eigenvectors (U-). 

III. CASE STUDY: GENE EXPRESSION CLASSIFICATION 
PROBLEMS 

A. General Introduction to the Problem 

In the area of bioinformatics, the identification of gene 
subsets responsible for classifying available samples to 
two or more classes (such as ‘malignant’ or ‘benign’) is an 
important task. Most of current classifiers are sensitive to 
disease-marker genes selection. Here we use SVM, TSVM 
and SVM on different tasks of the same problem. While 
the SVM creates a global mode1 and SVMT creates a local 
model for each sample, the SVMT creates a global model 
and performs classification in many local subspaces 
instead in the whole data space as typical classifiers do. 

B. Data Sets 

We use four different cancer data sets: Lymphoma [ I l l ,  
Leukaemia [I2 I, Colon [13], leukemia cell line time series 
data [14-16]. The flexibility in using different 
modifications of SVM is demonstrated in section 4. 

The lymphoma data set is a collection of gene 
expression measurements from 77 malignant lymphocyte 
samples reported by Shipp et al. [ 1 I] (Shipp, Ross et al. 
2002). It contains 58 samples of diffused large B-Cell 
lymphoma (DLBCL) and 19 samples of Follicular 
lymphoma (FL), where DLBCL samples are divided into 
two groups: those with cured disease (n = 32) and those 
with fatal or refractory disease (n = 26). The lymphoma 

data containing 6,817 genes is available at http: 
/ /www.genome.wi.mitP~ymphoma.  

The Leukaemia data is a collection of gene expression 
measurements from 72 Leukaemia (composed of 62 bone 
marrow and 10 peripheral blood) samples reported by 
Golub et al. [12]. It contains an initial training set 
composed of 27 samples of acute lymphoblastic 
Leukaemia (ALL) and 1 I samples of acute myeloblastic 
Leukaemia (AML), and an independent test set composed 
of 20 ALL and 14 AML samples. The gene expression 
measurements were taken from high-density 
oligonucleotide micro-arrays containing 7, I29 probes for 
6,817 human genes. This data is available at 
http://www.genome wi.mit.edu/MPR. 

The second Leukaemia data is a collection of gene 
expression observation of two cell lines U937 (MINUS - a  
cancer cell line that is positively affected by retinoic acid 
and becomes normal cell after a time interval of 48 hours, 
and PLUS cell line - that is cancerous and not affected by 
the drug [14,15]. Each of the two time series contains the 
expression value of 12,000 genes at four time points: 
CTRL, 6hours, 24hours and 48hours. We can view this 
problem also as a classification problem where we have 4 
variables (the time points) and 24,000 examples (the gene 
expression of a gene over the 4 time points) classified in 
two classes - MINUS and PLUS. The data was collected 
at NCI- Frederick, USA [ 14,151. 

The Colon data set is a collection of 62 expression 
measurements from Colon biopsy samples reported by 
Alon et al. [13]. It contains 22 normal and 40 Colon cancer 
samples. The colon data having 2,000 genes is available at 
http://microaaray.princeton.edu/oncology 

C. Experimental Steps 

On the above gene expression cancer data sets, we applied 
the following methodology: 

Step I .  Define target classes. 

Step 2. Identify a gene subset (variable selection): 
We employed the multi-objective GA (NSGA-11) [17], 
where three objective functions are used. The first 
objective is to minimize the size of gene subset in the 
classifier. The second objective is to minimize the number 
of mismatches in the training data samples calculated 
using leave-one-out cross-validation procedure. The third 
objective is to minimize the number of mismatches in the 
test samples. 

Step 3 Filter and normalize data: We eliminate genes 
with not much variation in the expression values for the 
two classes to ensure a differentiation of the classes. We 
normalize data by evaluating the difference of the 
maximum and minimum gene expression values for every 
gene, and by measuring its stand deviation. 
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Lymphoma 
[ I l l  

WiWWithout marker gene Selection K-NN SVM TSVM SVM Tree 

DLBCL vs FL; 6432genes, 77samples 53.2% 55.8% 57.1% 77.990 
DLBCL vs. n, 30genes, 77samples 90.9% 92.2% 93.5% 92.2% 
cured vs fatal 6432genesS8 samples 51.7% 53.3% 55.1% 72.4% 

Leukaemia 
[I21 

are identified as 2i and 2i+l ,  respectively. We also 
represent the terminal node as a circle or a filled circle, 
which denotes positive or negative class, respectively. 

Step 4. Build a classifier: For each variable set and defined 
classes we build and test classifiers in a cross-validation 
mode (leave-one-out) bv removing one samde and then 

cured vs fatal; l3genes, 58 sampjes 70.7% 72.4% 79.3% 70.7% 
ALL versus AML; 7219genes, 72samples 52.8% 55.6% 52.8% 78.3% 

_ _  - 
using the rest as a training set. Several models are built 
using different numbers of marker genes and the final 
chosen model is the one that minimizes the total cross 
validation error. 

Step 5.  Evaluate results: We evaluate prediction 
results and compute confusion matrices. For the purpose of 
comparison with the past studies, we compare the 
proposed classifier algorithm with the K-NN model and 
and an inductive, global SVM. 

L. cell line 
[ 14- 161 
Colon 
Cancer [ 131 

N. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF APPLYING INDUCTIVE SVM, 
TSVM AND SVMT ON THE CASE STUDY PROBLEMS 

Experimental results are presented in Table 1. Fig. 1.2 and 
3 show the created SVMTs for the data sets used. Each 
internal node of the tree identifies an SVM classifier, 
which is represented as an ellipse with a number as its 
identity. 

Fig. 2. SVMTfor The Classification Of MINUS Vs. PLUS Leukemia. 

ALL versus AML; 3859genes, 72samples 93.1% 94.4% 95.8% 100% 
ALL versus AML; 27genes, 72samples 91.6% 98.6% 98.6% 90.3% 
Min vs Plus;4 variables; 24,000 samples 52.5% 53.3% 50.0% 81.3% 

Normal Vs. Cancer; 2000genes 62samples 75.8% 79.0% 72.6% 80.7 % 

Normal Vs. Cancer; 12genes, 62samples 98.4% 100% 100% 98.4% 

Fig. 3. SVMT For The Classification Of Cured (Positive Class) vs. Fatal 
(Negative Class) Lymphoma Cases 

v. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Fig. 1. SVMT For The Classification Of DLBCL Vs. Fl. 

When the parent node is labeled as i, its two children 
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From the results in Table I we can compare inductive 
SVM, transductive SVM (TSVM), and the SVM tree 
(SVMT) on the case study data sets above. The TSVM 
performs at least as good as the inductive SVM on a small 
or a medium variable set (several genes or several hundred 
genes). A TSVM model can be generated on a smaller 
number of variables (genes) evaluated on the selected 
small data set from a local problem space for a particular 
new sample (e.g. a new patient's record). The TSVM 
allows for an individual model generation and therefore is 
promising as a technique for persorial medicine. 

The SVMT performs best on a large variable space 
(e.g. thousand of genes, sometimes with a little or no 
pre-processing and no pre-gene selection). This feature of 
the SVMT allows for a microarray data collection from a 
tissue sample and an immediate analysis without the 
analysis being biased by a gene pre-selection. 

As a future direction, we are working on on-line 
adaptive SVM classification systems where we assume 
that datasets are not always available in advance. They are 
usually provided as a data stream, so that we cannot have 
the information of unlabelled data and new types of SVM 
techniques will be needed. 
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